Haptic feature extraction.
This study examined the process by which the shape of a haptically explored object is synthesized from the geometric characteristics of simpler constituent elements, such as arcs and ellipses. Subjects traced the outlines of virtual objects by means of whole arm movements. Each object consisted of the union of a large central ellipse and two smaller circles, extending upward and outward from the top left and right sides of the base. The sizes of the two circles and the eccentricity of the elliptical base were varied. After exploring the object's contour in the absence of vision, subjects reproduced the sensed shape by means of freehand drawing. Speed and force were modulated during the exploratory phase in a manner that suggested that subjects reacted to rather than predicted changes in curvature. Also, subjects typically devoted more time to exploring the part of the contour encompassing the two smaller circles. During drawing, individual features of the explored shape were reproduced with varying degrees of fidelity. Aspects related to the size and location of the smaller circles were reproduced better than was the eccentricity of the ellipse forming the base. Since subjects spent proportionally less time exploring the base, these results suggest that subjects selectively focused attention to regions of high spatial contrast and that the exploratory strategy introduced distortions in the haptically sensed shapes.